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Abstract
This article explores the making and management of anomaly in scientific work, taking ‘medically unexplained symptoms’ (MUS) as its case. MUS is a category used to characterize health conditions that are widely held to be ambiguous, in terms of their nature, causes and treatment. It has been suggested that MUS is a ‘wastebasket diagnosis’. However, although a powerful metaphor, it does neither the category nor the profession justice: Unlike waste in a wastebasket, unexplained symptoms are not discarded but contained, not ejected but managed. Rather than a ‘wastebasket’, I propose that we instead think about it as a ‘junk drawer’. A junk drawer is an ordering device whose function is the containment of things we want to keep but have nowhere else to put. Based on a critical document analysis of the research literature on MUS (107 research articles from 10 medical journals, published 2001–2016), the article explores how the MUS category is constituted and managed as a junk drawer in medical science.
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Introduction
In this article I explore the making and management of anomaly in scientific work, taking ‘medically unexplained symptoms’ (MUS) as my case. MUS is a category used to characterize health conditions widely held to be ambiguous in terms of their nature, causes and treatment (O’Leary, 2018). Sometimes referred to as ‘uncertain illness’
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(Dumit, 2006), ‘illness without disease’ (Aarseth et al., 2016: 1391), ‘illness that cannot be diagnosed’ (Jutel, 2010: 230) or ‘symptoms that cannot be classified’ (Kornelsen et al., 2016: 367), MUS are known to cause a range of problems for doctors and their patients (Brown, 2007; Czachowski et al., 2011; Shattock et al., 2013). Patients with MUS are highly unpopular, as indicated by medicine’s use of unflattering monikers such as ‘frequent flyers’, ‘thick folder patients’ (Greco, 2012) and ‘heart-sink patients’ (Mathers and Gask, 1995), the latter so called because seeing the patients’ names on the appointment schedule is said to make a doctor’s heart sink (O’Dowd, 1988: 528). Although figures vary, it is generally agreed by researchers to be one of the largest categories of complaints in primary care (Brown, 2007; Greco, 2012; O’Leary, 2018).

The ambiguity of the clinic resonates with the ambiguity in medical science: As noted by members of the medical science community, research into MUS has been plagued by its lack of widely accepted modes of classification (Olde Hartman et al., 2008; Salmon, 2007: 247). The effects of this can be seen, for instance, in the confusingly unclear prevalence rates of MUS consultations in primary care, which have been estimated at 10–15% (Shattock et al., 2013) but also at 20% (Schaefert et al., 2013), 20–30% (Aiarzagüena et al., 2007), 3–39% (Koch et al., 2009) and 25–50% (Olde Hartman et al., 2004). The MUS category thus seemingly applies to anywhere between 3 and 50% of all primary care consultations. Moreover, years of research have not yielded any widely agreed evidence-based treatments, and in some cases (e.g. chronic fatigue syndrome, irritable bowel syndrome and multiple chemical sensitivity), the epistemic status of medical knowledge is loudly contested, often with patient activists and doctors pitted against each other (Aronowitz, 1998; Barker, 2010; Dumit, 2006; Lian and Nettleton, 2015).

In a review of the medical research literature, Jutel (2010) characterized the MUS category as ‘a wastebasket diagnosis’, a metaphor that has been taken up (e.g. Dimsdale et al., 2011). Wastebaskets are effective ordering devices, offering storage for discarded materials. However, although a powerful metaphor, it does neither the category nor the profession justice: Unlike waste in a wastebasket, unexplained symptoms are not discarded but contained, not ejected but managed. Just as patients with MUS are not chucked from the clinic, the category is not jettisoned from the jurisdiction of medical science. In fact, despite the lack of unitary classification, medically unexplained symptoms have become an increasingly hot topic of scientific inquiry. According to Web of Science, 951 research articles that topicalize MUS have been published in English between 1992 (earliest recorded) and 2018, with 5% (N = 47) published in the first 10 years compared to 73% (N = 692) in the last ten. Although the numbers are not necessarily entirely representative, they capture a real surge in scientific activity: Research is booming. Less is known, however, about how medical scientists, given the lack of consensus, actually go about classifying MUS, how the category is understood and used in scientific work. Learning how is the aim of the present article.

To that end, I propose another metaphor. Rather than a wastebasket, I suggest that we think about MUS as a ‘junk drawer’. As I use it here, a junk drawer is a concept, referring to a particular kind of ordering device whose function is the containment of things we want to keep but have nowhere else to put. It frees us from having to leave disorderly things lying about, or from having to put them into neatly ordered drawers where they do not belong. Its job, then, is to help maintain order by containing disorder. Whereas a
wastebasket is for getting rid of disorder, a junk drawer is for storage. As such, the latter facilitates future attempts at reordering: for puzzles to be solved or ‘junk’ to be reappraised at a later juncture. In performing its ‘containment function’, a junk drawer also reveals ‘imperfections’ in the system. It does this in two ways. First, in its very establishment and use: A ‘junk drawer category’ is constructed to manage imperfections in the current cultural order that result from a lack of fit with material reality. Thus, the presence of a ‘junk drawer’ is an indication of the mismatch between reality and the classification system with which reality is grasped and wherein the category is embedded. It thus simultaneously expresses our imperfect grasp of reality and our pragmatic capacity to adapt – the more visible the category, the stronger the reminder. Second, systemic imperfections are revealed in the mundane experience with which we are confronted when opening the junk drawer to review the contents. Doing so reminds us that there is an outright mess in the middle of our system. As such, over time a junk drawer can signal the need to tidy, reconfigure and reorder. Omitting to inspect it, on the other hand, can make us forget the mess, deluding us with a pleasant sense of order and control.

In the following, I will provide a detailed examination of how medical scientists make and manage MUS as a ‘junk drawer category’. To that end, I have conducted a critical document analysis of the medical research literature (107 articles published between 2001 and 2016). My questions are: How is the MUS category constituted in research? And how do researchers manage it and its content?

**Medical classification**

Medicine is replete with formalized classification systems or ‘diagnostic manuals’, notably WHO’s *International Classification of Diseases and Health Related Problems* (ICD) and the *International Classification of Primary Care* (ICPC), and the American Psychiatric Association’s *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* (DSM). They provide a shared ‘terminological standard’, allowing for the commensurable codification of experience that renders ‘the world equivalent across cultures, time, and geography’ (Timmermans and Epstein, 2010: 69). Originally designed for statistical purposes, they are now increasingly integrated as a means of communication and coordination within professional work organizations and health insurance schemes and are used across the globe as a tool of accountability by states, hospital managers and other stakeholders (Bowker and Star, 2000; Harrison, 2009; Timmermans and Berg, 2003).

Although the MUS category is obviously medical, it is not a formal diagnosis, nor listed as a category of its own in any of the main diagnostic manuals. It was listed as a criterion for a cluster of diagnoses (somatoform disorders) in the fourth edition of DSM, but was intentionally excluded from the fifth edition, published in 2013 (see American Psychiatric Association, 2013; for criticism see Frances, 2013). Yet medically unexplained symptoms are continually and increasingly the object of clinical research. Paradoxically, then, despite being first partially then completely excluded from the formalized medical classification systems, the MUS category is increasingly enlisted in medical research and is thus steadily becoming a central medical category; it is pushed to the fringe yet drawn towards the centre of medical science. Therefore, rather than
symptoms that defy classification (e.g. Kornelsen et al., 2016), MUS could be more appropriately described as subject to routine classification in scientific work. How do scientists do this work when there are no formal or widely accepted classification standards, and how they draw on their existing conventions and classifications in that regard?

**Ambiguity and science**

I explore the classification of MUS as a case of the larger theme of anomaly in science. A relevant piece of literature in this regard is that of Kuhn (2012). Following Kuhn, phenomena are not anomalous (or ambiguous, deviant, disorderly, strange, etc.) on their own, but within the context of a specific paradigm (an ‘exemplar’ or an accepted ‘problem-solution’ – see Barnes, 1982: 17–19). That is, phenomena are anomalous because they are found to deviate from ‘paradigm-induced expectation’ (Kuhn, 2012: 53), from what reality is supposedly like. This way, knowledge is causally implicated in making phenomena anomalous. It implies a relational perspective, between knowledge and anomaly. When transposed to the case studied here, this suggests that the anomalous character of MUS is the effect of their lack of fit with conventional expectation. Thus, it is against the backdrop of some shared epistemic convention that these symptoms are anomalous.

Anomalies are common in science, and often they are simply ignored (Barnes, 1982; Kuhn, 2012). When an anomaly is recognized as a relevant phenomenon for research, scientists will typically attempt to uncover if the deviation is a result of faulty equipment or some other form of error in the research process (Barnes, 1982). If, after this, the anomaly lingers, different procedures may be applied (e.g. Douglas, 2003: 48–49). Based on a sociological reading of Lakatos (1976), Bloor (1978) distinguishes two such procedures, namely ‘monster-barring’ and ‘monster-adjustment’ (the term ‘monster’ referring to the problematic character of the anomaly).3 Monster-barring involves techniques for dismissing anomalies (Bloor, 1978: 253), either symbolically or physically. A wastebasket (whether physical or symbolic) is therefore a ‘monster-barring device’ to manage discarded items. Monster-adjustment involves techniques for reinterpreting or altering the anomaly, ensuring its fit with the established order (Bloor, 1978: 254). Some anomalies, however, resist attempts to resolve them and become intractable and annoying (Barnes, 1982; Hacking, 2012; Star, 1985). In these cases, anomalies may turn into crises, fostering changes to the paradigm that made the phenomena anomalous to begin with (Kuhn, 2012).

As I suggest below, MUS are continuously subject to monster-adjustment, yet the procedure has yet to succeed in removing the anomalous character of these symptoms. Learning more about the function of the MUS category may give us some clues about whether it represents a crisis in the making. In the following, I will show the ways scientists make and manage MUS as a ‘junk drawer’, beginning first by outlining the methods employed in this work.

**Methods and materials**

I analyse a sample of research articles that centrally or peripherally topicalize MUS. The focus is on MUS not as a health problem, but as a category enlisted and investigated by medical research. As the meaning and character of categories are determined in the
situated practice of applying them (Barnes, 1982; Bloor, 1997), studying the application of the MUS category is a good way to understand its meaning, use and overall function in medical science. Here, I have studied the traces of the category’s application in the inscriptions found in research articles. Although inscriptions differ from the act of inscribing them, there is much to learn from studying them. Given that research articles as documents (Prior, 2003) are enlisted in systematic reviews, textbooks and procedural and policy guidelines, and have a bearing on the definition of MUS as a health issue and thus the provision of attention and funds in clinical practice and medical research, they are a ‘strategic site’ (Merton, 1987) for the study of scientific classification.

On 26 January 2017, I used Web of Science to search for research articles in English published between 2001 and 2016 with the phrase ‘medically unexplained symptoms’ either in the title, abstract or keywords. 2001 has been suggested as the year where MUS went from being a descriptive term to being a research category proper (Nettleton, 2006). The search yielded 753 articles. I limited this initial list to publications in the ten medical journals that had published most frequently on MUS in the period. From these journals, I read the ten most cited articles in each, apart from one in which I read twenty because of its unusually high output. After excluding three articles that did not match the criteria, I had a manageable sample of 107 articles (Table 1). The citation-based sampling procedure is skewed towards earlier publications because they have had more time to amass citations. However, the procedure yields a number of publications from each year and makes it easier to spot systematic changes – if any – in classification practices over time (however, I found no systematic changes). The choice to sample articles from only 10 journals might have introduced some homogeneity to the sample.

Judging by the publication rates in the journals sampled, the MUS category is used mostly in the context of psychiatric and primary care research (most frequently in the former) (177/60), though MUS is invoked in psychosomatic contexts more often than in psychiatry in general. Comparing the increase in publications that topicalize MUS with the total number of publications in the journals sampled shows that 2001 was indeed a pivotal year: While never rising above 1% of the total output before 2001, output increased from 1.3% (N = 11) to 7.4% (N = 88) of all publications between 2001 and 2016.

Table 1. Sampled articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Published (read)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Journal of Psychosomatic Research</td>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>95 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Psychosomatic Medicine</td>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>28 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 BMC Family Practice</td>
<td>Community medicine</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>21 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 General Hospital Psychiatry</td>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>18 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Family Practice</td>
<td>Community medicine</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>17 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Psychosomatics</td>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>14 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 British Journal of General Practice</td>
<td>Community medicine</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>12 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics</td>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>11 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Psychological Medicine</td>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>11 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Patient Education and Counseling</td>
<td>Community medicine</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>10 (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
My analysis centres on definitions and operationalizations. Definitions were commonly found in the opening sections of articles, operationalizations in the methods sections. As both definitions and operationalizations are salient forms of classification in science, analysing them offers important clues about the classification of MUS in scientific work.

Articulations of definitions and operationalizations may deviate from what researchers actually think and do in practice. For the purposes of this study, it is more important what researchers want to communicate than what they think for themselves. Deviations from actual practice are, however, a possible problem. In the analysis, I therefore focus on what seem to be straightforward differences in classification practices (e.g. it seems clear that researchers requiring four unexplained symptoms for admission in a study have classified differently from those requiring only one, even though we do not know how they actually counted). In the discussion, I raise the issue of how much crucial information is missing from the accounts.

I coded articulations of MUS thematically, first in a broad-brushed manner in Nvivo, then in a more finely grained manner in Word. During the analysis, I wrote memos subsequently incorporated in the analysis. I was interested in classification practices from the outset, but the interest in methodological variations as varied classification practices stemmed from engaging with the data. Early versions of the analysis have been presented to audiences of social scientists and medical researchers on four occasions.

All documents in the sample are listed in the Appendix, each with its own code consisting of two numbers (e.g. 1-3 or 5-7). Thus, ‘1-3’ refers to the third most cited article in journal one, whereas ‘5-7’ refers to the seventh most cited article in journal five. When referring to documents from the sample in the analysis, I use this coding system.

Constituting the junk drawer

The core criterion

As an ordering device, a junk drawer is a means of controlling anomaly by containing it. The MUS category is thus a means to manage cases that are in some way considered anomalous. But what makes them anomalous? What defines a case of MUS? According to medical science, the most fundamental feature of MUS is the co-occurrence of present somatic symptoms and the absence of evidence/signs of somatic disease: Patients complain that something is physically wrong with them, but doctors find nothing to support that claim in or on their bodies. This is exemplified in the following list of brief and more or less explicit articulations, where MUS are defined as referring to:

Example A: ‘… any current principal somatic complaint reported by patients for which no definite medical diagnosis could be found by physical examination and appropriate investigation.’ (1-1, i.e. journal 1-article 1, 2001: 362)

B: ‘… patient-reported physical symptoms for which physicians cannot find corresponding physical pathology or for which the underlying physical pathology does not adequately account for the patient’s description of symptom severity or disability’ (5-9, 2010: 487)
C: ‘… patients’ experience of physical symptoms [that are] discordant with the degree of tissue abnormality found on objective tests or with other observable signs of illness.’ (6-4, 2002: 206)

D: ‘While most people experience at least some physical symptoms, a number of patients repeatedly attend with symptoms for which a conventional pathology cannot be identified.’ (7-2, 2003: 231).

E: ‘… persistent and distressing somatic symptoms for which adequate somatic examination does not reveal sufficient explanatory peripheral organ pathology.’ (8-6, 2012: 106-7)

F: ‘… physical symptoms without any sufficient organic findings’ (10-4, 2009: 207)

There are differences between the examples, such as the degree to which symptoms are unexplained – ranging from when examination does not yield ‘sufficient organic findings’ (F) or ‘pathology does not adequately account for’ the symptoms (B), to when ‘conventional pathology cannot be identified’ (D) or ‘physicians cannot find corresponding physical pathology’ (B) – or in the way in which some suggest a more limited membership (e.g. E: ‘persistent and distressing somatic symptoms’), whereas others are more inclusive (e.g. A: ‘any current principal somatic complaint’). Yet each example exhibits the same co-occurrence of present somatic symptoms and absent somatic signs of disease. This co-occurrence is the core of how MUS is defined in the vast majority of cases in my sample, regardless of the source journal, disciplinary identity, method or aims. In fact, only one articulation explicitly deviated from this convention (the definition included ‘the absence of identifiable organic pathology’ but the present symptom could be both ‘physical and mental’ [5-5, 2004: 199]).

In medicine, the interest in this co-occurrence of present symptoms and missing signs seems self-evident. It is almost never discussed or thematized explicitly in the literature or in my sample (but see 2-10). It may seem equally obvious to outsiders. However, for analytical purposes, we should estrange ourselves and ask what it is about the co-occurrence of present symptoms and absent signs that motivates the invocation of a ‘junk drawer category’. Why is it problematic to have the one but not the other? The answer has to do with epistemic convention. The co-occurrence is expressive of a discrepancy, an indication that somatic signs are expected to accompany somatic symptoms. In particular, the uses of ‘discordant with’ (C) and ‘without’ (F) indicate that an expectation is being violated: there should be concordance between ‘physical symptoms’ and ‘the degree of tissue abnormality’; ‘sufficient organic findings’ should accompany organic symptoms. It makes sense to point out that you have the one (somatic symptom) but not the other (somatic sign) if you expected to have both. From the point of view of actors expecting both, MUS thus make manifest feelings of ambiguity, of uncertainty, doubt and risk. MUS thus become problematic.

In some cases, MUS are not defined explicitly but simply referred to as a familiar concept whose meaning is taken for granted (e.g. 9-4; 9-6). Yet even in these cases of non-definitional articulation, MUS were clearly revealed in the methods sections of articles as being premised on the co-occurrence of present symptoms and absent signs. For instance, in 9-4, the authors simply introduce MUS as symptoms that ‘occur frequently...
in all medical settings, and are associated with psychiatric disorder and reduced functioning (9-4, 2003: 519). But although the category is not initially defined, the core criterion of co-occurrence is revealed in the account of the operationalization procedures (my emphasis below):

Criteria for a medically unexplained episode …: (a) the patient presented with physical symptoms; (b) they received investigations for these; and (c) the investigations and clinical examination revealed no abnormality, or abnormalities that were thought to be trivial or incidental (9-4, 2003: 520).

Therefore, MUS are constituted as anomalies by their lack of fit with some ruling epistemic convention or paradigm (Barnes, 1982; Kuhn, 2012). As indicated both by the expectation that somatic symptoms should be accompanied (and indeed caused) by underlying somatic disease, and by the emphasis on terms such as ‘disease’, ‘organic’, ‘pathology’ and ‘tissue abnormality’, the paradigm in question is that of scientific biomedicine and its biomedical model of disease. Central to that model are the notions that: (i) psyche and soma (body) are separate domains (though not necessarily independent), (ii) symptoms are effects that should have causes, (iii) somatic symptoms should have somatic causes, known as ‘disease entities’, (iv) such entities may be detected upon physical examination (blood tests, imaging technologies, palpation, etc.) in the form of objective ‘signs of disease’ (tissue abnormalities, organic pathology, etc.), and, (v) upon detection, the objective signs explain the subjective symptom (e.g. Lock and Gordon, 1988). As historians of medicine and science have shown, this is a culturally contingent understanding of disease, contrasting sharply with, for instance, the symptom-oriented 17th century classification of Sydenham or the ‘humoral pathology’ of Galenic medicine (Jewson, 1976; Jutel, 2010; Porter, 1999). Likewise, the distinction between ‘objective signs’ and ‘subjective symptoms’ is a sociocultural achievement consisting of the symbolic decoupling of facts from their observer (Shapin and Schaffer, 2011). The biomedical paradigm is, however, an important influence, not least in the medical research into MUS: It is what makes the core criterion reasonable.

MUS may thus be characterized as anomalies constituted by their lack of fit with scientific biomedicine, by their violation of expectations induced by the biomedical paradigm. When MUS are defined by the co-occurrence of present symptoms and absent signs, therefore, it is not simply that signs, like a great number of things, are not there. Rather, from the point of view of biomedicine, they are missing. When they are missing, the symptom is unexplained, since underlying disease entities are the explanans, or what ‘does the explaining’ (i.e. causes), in biomedicine; or the symptom is dubious, since objective evidence are what identifies symptoms as real. It is thus against the background of these conventions that MUS are anomalous: their violation summons up the possibility that there is something medicine has not found or understood. The ‘discordance’ between what the patient says and what the doctor can find must thus be accounted for.

Another way of putting this is that the system of medical knowledge is causally implicated in the construction of MUS as a ‘junk drawer category’ – it causes the need for a category to manage anomalous symptoms. Cases of MUS thus become interestingly similar within the context of modern biomedicine, giving the category some sense of
coherence. Typically, however, due to the framing of the core criterion, the deeper connection between biomedicine and the ambiguity of MUS is hidden from view.

**Framing the core criterion**

We can discern two main ways of framing the core criterion, which I call the doxic and the heterodoxic framing. They form a continuum rather than a neat dichotomy, with some articulations ambiguously poised in the middle.

The doxic framing earns its name from its frequent occurrence in the sample and from the way it takes biomedicine for granted (doxa) as the basis for thinking about MUS. Its main characteristic is thus the silencing of how taking biomedicine for granted conceals its constitutive role in making MUS anomalous. The doxic framing thus centres on symptoms and patients, while keeping doctors and their knowledge more or less out of the picture. Consider the following example (an extended version of example F above, my emphasis):

International studies show that 10–20% of patients in primary care suffer from physical symptoms without any sufficient organic findings. In some medical specialties, such as gynaecology, neurology, or gastroenterology, in 30–70% of cases no organic causes for the patients’ symptoms can be found. These patients with medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) constitute an economically relevant group in the health care system, since they receive many elaborate diagnostic examinations and medical interventions, in spite of the absence of an organic disease. (10-4, 2009: 207)

The focus is clearly on symptoms and patients (and budgets). Of course, such a focus is not out of place in a medical context. But the (unintended) consequence that stems from this focus is important: By the very act of fixing its gaze on symptoms and patients, the text effectively turns its back on medical knowledge and medical professionals, rendering them almost invisible. Note, for instance, that we are told nothing of the doctors who are unable to come up with the right sort of evidence and the specific and limited techniques they have at their disposal in that regard, or that the demand for evidence of specific sorts results from the paradigm the doctors employ. Instead, the reader is confronted with symptoms that are ‘without … findings’ or for which ‘no organic causes … can be found’, and with expensive patients who ‘receive many elaborate diagnostic examinations’ (omitting the doctors who are providing them). The narrative presents MUS as having to do with symptoms and their patients, but not with the medical profession and its knowledge base that play a constitutive role in making these cases into medical problems in the first place. Doxa thus creates a problem, while the doxic framing deletes any trace of its involvement.

Accordingly, MUS seems like a quality inherent in the symptoms rather than an ascribed attribute resulting from the mismatch between those symptoms and the biomedical paradigm. The examples above (A–F) all frame MUS in this doxic way (other cases are less explicit, but more often than not, articulations take this form). The taken for granted character of the articulations of MUS also extends to concepts such as ‘medically explained’, ‘disease’, ‘pathology’, ‘objective’ and so forth – the symptoms just are subjective, just as the missing forms of evidence just are objective.
A minority of articles deviates from the doxic norm and instead employs what I have dubbed a heterodoxic framing. Most of these are by Peter Salmon, either alone (10-1) or in collaboration (e.g. 4-6), underscoring the doxa of the doxic framing, so to speak. The heterodoxic framing rightfully earns its name from its rebellion against doxa. Within this frame, MUS are not a quality of the symptoms and the patients, but of the consulting clinician and her or his medical knowledge. Consider, for instance, the following articulations (my emphases):

G: ‘Many patients present to their general practitioner (GP) with symptoms that the doctor thinks are medically unexplained (MUSs)’ (4-6, 2007: 454).

H: ‘About 10–20% of patients present physical symptoms in primary care that their general practitioners (GPs) believe are not explained by physical disease’ (4-8, 2008: 104).

Compared to the examples of doxic framing above (A–F), the difference is syntactically negligible but semantically substantial: MUS are now a phenomenon that refers to what doctors think (G) or believe (H) about symptoms. In other words, the heterodoxic frame topicalizes medical knowledge and expert judgement as part of the nature of MUS. This radically changes the meaning of MUS, moving their referent from the ontological to the epistemic realm. On rare occasions, the heterodoxic framing is even more explicit and critical. For instance, 2-10 present MUS as a convenient name for ‘symptoms that elude diagnosis … even though it is a failure to understand them rather than the symptoms themselves that define [sic] them as “unexplained”’ (2006: 269). The lack of correlate ‘tissue abnormality’ for ‘physical symptoms’ (C) is no longer a story of the symptoms themselves, but of the physicians’ lack of understanding and of current imperfections in their knowledge. The MUS category expresses ‘a failure to understand’ symptoms, rather than anything in particular about those symptoms.

Thus, although the doxic and heterodoxic framings both make MUS about the co-occurrence of present somatic symptoms and absent somatic signs, they disagree on the implications: the heterodoxic framing foregrounds biomedicine and its practitioners, thus making the doctors’ knowledge and practices figure as important factors. It does not, however, fully recognize the causal role of biomedicine in making MUS anomalous: What is highlighted is the ignorance and impotence of practitioners, but nothing is said about the causal role of their positive knowledge, for example, how the biomedical paradigm makes it problematic to have somatic symptoms but not somatic signs of disease. It is never pointed out how it is what is known (knowledge), as much as what is not (ignorance), that makes MUS ambiguous and problematic. Thus, the constitutive dynamic between symptom and epistemic order is made obscure by both framings.

Solid core, fuzzy boundaries

Apart from variations in framing, the sample is homogenous in its implicit agreement about the core criterion. But there are also important definitional variations, especially in the practices of establishing similarity between MUS and two other salient categories. The variations are interesting because they dramatically alter the scope and meaning of MUS, and thus about its constitution as a junk drawer in the epistemic order.
The first is ‘somatoform disorders’ (SD), referring to various forms of ‘somatization’, something a patient may be said to suffer from if (s)he is prone to ‘somatize’ (or ‘make somatic’), meaning that (s)he is likely to interpret and indeed experience mental illness as though it were bodily in kind. To somatize is to attribute pain to the body that is actually in the mind (e.g. Greco, 2012; Jutel, 2010). As stated above, SD were organized as a cluster of psychiatric diagnoses in the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* until its fifth revision in 2013 – but the practice of connecting SD with MUS has not stopped (e.g. 3-9).

MUS connect with SD in one of two ways. Some present SD as a special and more serious type of MUS. For instance, in 1-13 (2006: 169): ‘Somatization may be viewed as a phenomenon characterized by clinically significant yet medically unexplained symptoms (MUS), causing distress, disability, or maladaptive behaviour.’ An SD is thus a ‘clinically significant’ MUS, meaning that other MUS are more trivial or a ‘low threshold variant’ of SD (2-1, 2007: 882). Others have articulated the connection schematically, presenting ‘somatizers’ as ‘people with both medically unexplained symptoms and anxiety and depression’ (7-5 2011: e295). The important thing to note is how MUS are articulated as a wide category that include SD but also less distressing or disabling symptoms. In other cases, MUS were articulated as synonymous with SD, such as in the following: ‘Somatoform (i.e. medically unexplained) symptoms are common in the general population’ (4-3, 2008: 349). Synonymous articulation also occurs when SD are defined exactly like MUS, as ‘the presence of somatic symptoms that cannot be sufficiently explained by organic etiology’ (2-3, 2008: 716). Sometimes articulation simply glides from one concept to the other as though it made no difference. For instance, in 3-3 (2009: 2), articulations transition seamlessly from ‘the field of somatisation’ to ‘managing MUS’ and ‘MUS patients’. Such transitioning is sensible if one accepts that MUS and SD are synonymous, but senseless if one disagrees (as apparently do 1-13, 2-1 and 7-5 above).

The connection with SD is a frequent occurrence in the sample and in many cases the documents are as much about SD as they are about MUS. This is likely because most SD diagnoses have MUS as a core criterion. The explicit association with SD was stronger in articles in psychiatric than community medicine journals (~55% vs. ~15%): SD is a psychiatric category.

The second category with which MUS are frequently connected is ‘functional somatic syndromes’ (FSS). FSS refers to clusters of symptoms that are considered well-described and non-trivial complaints. FSS are typically exemplified by diagnoses such as chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia and irritable bowel syndrome, which, incidentally, are the most common exemplars of MUS in social science. As with SD, FSS were articulated either as a more serious version of MUS, or as synonymous with them. For instance, consider the following examples (my emphasis):

I: ‘Many studies on unexplained physical symptoms have been performed among patients with diagnosed chronic *functional syndromes* such as fibromyalgia, irritable bowel syndrome, or chronic fatigue syndrome …. However, these syndromes represent the far end of the spectrum of unexplained symptoms.’ (1-12 2008: 265).

J: ‘*Medically unexplained syndromes, also known as functional somatic syndromes* (FSS), are defined as ‘syndromes characterized more by symptoms, suffering and disability than by
consistently demonstrable tissue abnormality’ (Barsky & Borus, 1999, p. 910). They are found in every medical speciality and include syndromes such as fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS).’ (9-3, 2005 p. 583)

Whereas I treats FSS as a special case of MUS (‘the far end of the spectrum’), J treats MUS and FSS as synonymous (‘also known as’). Note also the overlapping examples (chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia and irritable bowel syndrome): The authors describe the same conditions but disagree whether they are special or normal cases of MUS. I and J are not unique – as seen in, for instance, 1-3 (2001: 549) and 4-9 (2010: 2) respectively.

For our purposes, the connections with SD and FSS are interesting because they variously alter the scope and meaning of the MUS category, thus indicating differing practical applications. Moreover, they indicate differing thresholds for declaring something an anomaly. For instance, since FSS are relatively ordered and non-trivial conditions, articulating MUS as synonymous with FSS (as in J) makes it a smaller, more ordered and severe category than if FSS made up only part of the MUS spectrum (as in I). The same is true of SD but the connection with SD is interesting for an additional reason: If the physical symptom can be reframed as a mental symptom that the patient has wrongly attributed to the body, the ambiguity of present somatic symptoms and absent somatic signs dissipates (see also Jutel, 2010). Thus, attempting to connect MUS with SD could be construed as a case of ‘monster adjustment’ (Bloor, 1978, more below): If widely accepted, it will effectively remove the anomalous character of MUS. Due to the aforementioned revisions to medical classification, however, that is an unlikely scenario.

To sum up the analysis so far: The core criterion of MUS is the co-occurrence of present somatic symptoms and absent somatic signs. This criterion implicates the biomedical paradigm as a constituent factor. In the vast majority of cases, the category is framed in a way that conceals this from the reader. Thus, the core criterion comes across as capturing an important feature of a patient group, a group that can therefore meaningfully be classified as one. It is unclear, however, if the MUS category applies to all cases that fulfil this criterion or is limited to a subset. This implies an ambiguity of meaning. In the next part, we can see how this ambiguity extends to practical applications in research.

Managing the junk drawer

A junk drawer is for containing disorder, for anomalous cases. What characterizes medical scientists’ management of the junk drawer? That is, how is the MUS category operationalized in research? The answer is that operationalization varies tremendously, leading to the drawer being filled with the experiences and characteristics of very different groups of patients. Though one might have expected classification to vary according to disciplinary boundaries (between community medicine and psychiatry), my analysis reveals that, in the main, it does not. Here I present the most important ways in which operationalizing practices varied.
Operationalizing the core criterion

Among those that articulate an interpretation of the core criterion (which many do not, e.g. 10-7; 10-8),6 the key difference is in how they draw the line between MUS and medically explained symptoms (MES), e.g. 1-15 and in how they manage the ambiguous ‘grey area’ between the clearly unexplained and the clearly explained. For our purposes, it is intriguing how the studies variously include or exclude patients from consideration, and thus enables or prevents their illness experience from becoming part of what ‘MUS-knowledge’ is knowledge about. The grey area thus consists of the cases that are either recognized as anomalies or ignored. The grey area can, moreover, be of considerable size, as doctors widely disagree whether a symptom is (fully) explained (see 1-13; 3-9; 5-9). Thus, the difference between an inclusive or a restrictive operationalization of the core criterion decides which patients that are included in scientific research into MUS. It tells us of the function(s) of the junk drawer in science.

Some researchers operationalize MUS inclusively as containing all symptoms not fully explained by ‘tissue abnormalities’ or other signs, including cases of doubt. If not MES, then MUS. For instance, in one study, symptoms were classified ‘as either “medically explained” or “(partly) medically unexplained”’ (1-15, 2011: 144). Likewise, in another study (9-4, 2003: 520), both ‘definitely’ and ‘probably unexplained’ symptoms were treated as MUS. Thus, the grey area is incorporated into MUS. This is reminiscent of the definitions we saw above, where MUS include cases where ‘pathology does not adequately account for’ the symptom (B) or where there are not ‘sufficient organic findings’ (F). There may be pathology, and there may be organic findings, but not to a satisfactory degree. In some such cases (e.g. 2-9; 8-3), the grey area was operationalized as a subcategory of MUS called ‘minor acute illness’ (MAI), differentiated from ‘somatization’ (severe MUS). Although more finely grained, the procedure is just as inclusive (cases of MAI were included).

Others operationalize MUS restrictively as limited to cases that are fully unexplained, meaning that cases of doubt were excluded from the category. For instance, in one study, ‘where there was uncertainty, the case was reviewed by two other raters [other than the one who was uncertain] … and categorized as MUS only if agreement was unanimous’ (5-8, 2010: 480). Doubt is thus either resolved or kept clear of the MUS category. This latter strategy of removing doubt (i.e. disambiguation) is rigged in different ways. For instance, in 4-2, two researchers classified each case as MUS or MES, and in cases of disagreement they would discuss the matter until agreement was reached. The grey area is thus distributed between MUS and MES, thereby maintaining an orderly dichotomy. Compare this with 6-3, where the goal was instead to ensure the integrity of MUS and MES, keeping ambiguity away from both:

Symptoms that could be attributed to a known medical condition (i.e., known somatic disease or pathophysiologic dysfunction) were regarded as ‘medically explained.’ In cases where no pathologic findings could be detected, symptoms were regarded as ‘medically unexplained.’ If the findings were ambiguous, symptoms were regarded as ‘mixed.’ (6-3, 2011: 265-6)
Cases of doubt are categorized as ‘mixed’ and thus kept out of the MUS category. A similar strategy was devised in 4-9, where cases were classified ‘as either presenting with (1) well-defined physical disease, (2) probably well-defined physical disease, (3) MUS, (4) mental disorder with connected physical symptoms or (5) no physical problem’ (2010: 2), and only categories (1) and (3) were included in the study.

Notably, a few studies are not interested in what the patients have per se but in what doctors (and sometimes patients themselves) believe they have (e.g. 1-7; 4-4; 4-6; 10-2). For instance, in 1-7 (2005: 256), MUS was operationalized using ‘a procedure … to identify patients that, in the doctor’s opinion, have unexplained symptoms’. This manner of operationalization is typically found with the heterodoxic framing discussed above (though not always, e.g. 6-2). But whereas the semantic difference between doxic and heterodoxic framings is dramatic, the operational differences are more superficial: whether recognized or not, the bottom line is always a doctor’s professional belief that, following physical examination, a case is unexplained by physical disease. There are certainly procedural differences to ensure the validity of the verdict but it is always ‘possible that some symptoms identified as “unexplained” might prove to have a pathological cause’ (1-7, 2005: 256). Accordingly, the manner in which the grey area is dealt with in these cases varies along the same dimensions, as outlined above.

**Additional criteria**

In addition to the core criterion, studies have often enlisted additional criteria. The four most common types are symptom *count, impact* and *persistence* and the *frequency of attendance* at the clinic (or some other measure of health care use). The first three characterize the complexity and severity of the complaint: Count specifies a minimum number of symptoms, persistence specifies a minimum timespan the symptom must have existed, and impact specifies the power of the symptom, typically to distance MUS from ‘trivia’. So for instance, in some cases, research includes patients with single, recently onset and merely bothersome symptoms, whereas in other cases it is limited to patients with multiple and seriously debilitating symptoms lasting six months or more. Frequency of attendance is included either because repeatedly seeking help is considered a sign that the patient has MUS, a form of behaviour revealing that the patient is ‘excessively’ worried (3-5; 6-2), or to ensure that the patient group in question consists of ‘high service users’ (3-5), thus delimiting MUS from an ‘economically irrelevant’ group of patients who do not suffer (enough), or who do suffer but for various reasons choose not to seek professional support (similar remarks in Jutel, 2010: 236). The two are not mutually exclusive, but the former is strongly associated with somatization studies and studies into the predictive effects of ‘illness perceptions’ (e.g. 1-6; 2-5). The latter is rarely articulated but is indicated by frequent reference to MUS as an expensive, resource-demanding group (e.g. 10-4, 2009: 207).

Based on the various uses of these additional criteria, we can distinguish between more or less inclusive classifications and specify the types of conditions and patients that are variously omitted or included in the junk drawer.

First, we can note that some studies (e.g. 4-7; 4-10; 7-9; 9-4) feature *none* of the criteria, meaning that ‘everything and anything’ passes for MUS, as long as there are no – or
insufficient – findings. Thus, patients can have one symptom or many, the symptoms may have started recently or lingered for years, they may be trivial or seriously disabling functional impairments and the patients may be strangers or regulars at the clinic.

More often than not, however, one or more additional criteria are enlisted. For instance, in a study of predictors of psychiatric morbidity, impact was a criterion (though not a very specific one): ‘Mild symptoms that had not led to consultation with a health care professional … or to marked interference with normal activities were excluded’ (1-19, 2006: 126). Another study combined impact with persistence criteria, instructing ‘The GPs at each general practice [to select] patients with serious persistent medically unexplained symptoms’ (8-1, 2006: 283). Other studies, such as the following study measuring the effects of acupuncture on MUS patients, used a more extensive and elaborate set of criteria (my emphases):

‘Criteria for ‘persistent medically unexplained physical symptoms’

a. The presentation of a physical symptom

b. The symptom had existed for at least 3 months

c. It had caused clinically significant distress or impairment

d. It could not be explained by physical disease, that is; ‘physical symptoms for which no clear or consistent organic pathology can be demonstrated’

Other inclusion criteria (from electronic record search) Had consulted GPs (clinic, telephone or home consultations) 8 or more times in previous 12 months’ (7-5, 2011: e296)

We can recognize the operationalized core criterion in item ‘d’ and we can see that frequency of attendance (‘8 or more times in previous 12 months’), persistence (‘at least three months’) and impact (‘clinically significant distress or impairment’) are listed. Symptom count, however, was not relevant to inclusion. Some studies used the same set of criteria but operationalized them differently. For instance, in a study testing the effectiveness of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, (8-8, 2013: 300), the frequency of attendance was operationalized as relative (‘the 10% most frequently attending male and female patients’) rather than absolute (more than eight consultations per year), the persistence criterion was stricter (‘at least six months’ rather than ‘at least 3’) and the impact criterion was more lax (‘experiencing functional impairment’ vs. ‘significant distress or impairment’). With regards to which patients and which health problems were included in research about MUS, the difference between 7-5 and 8-8 is substantial, just as the difference between these studies and those that enlisted no additional criteria (e.g. 7-9 above) is enormous.

To compare the examples reviewed so far, some studies make high and gender-specific demands on symptom count. For instance, a study testing the validity of a diagnostic instrument operationalized MUS using the criteria for ‘abridged somatization’ – a diagnosis that requires ‘a history of six medically unexplained symptoms for women and four medically unexplained symptoms for men’ (6-1, 2006: 393). Inclusion also required
symptoms that were ‘significantly distressing’ (p. 393) but the persistence and frequency of attendance were not specified. Other studies (e.g. 6-2 and 6-6) made the same gender sensitive demand on symptom count, but with different criteria added. For instance, a study evaluating a psychotherapeutic intervention added criteria for persistence (‘persistent symptoms for at least three months’) and frequency of attendance (‘5 or more annual doctor’s visits or 2 hospitalizations during the last year as a result of the respective symptoms’) and used very specific if broadly inclusive means to determine impact (8-7, 2007: 340). The reason for demanding a higher symptom count for women in these cases is to account for the fact that on average women report more symptoms than men do. The idea is, presumably, that this discrepancy has to do with gendered illness behaviour and illness experience more than with the actual conditions ‘themselves’. Researchers thus use gendered criteria to compensate for differences in male/female illness behaviour and illness experience.

Other studies demanded multiple symptoms but typically set the bar at two or more without making gender specific demands (e.g. 6-5 and 8-4). The difference is far from trivial: whereas, say, 8-4 includes women with four and five severe and persistent symptoms, 6-1 does not. Likewise, the difference between 6-1 and 8-7 is substantial: for instance, the latter discounts male patients with five severe and persistent symptoms if they have sought help only four times in the last year; the former does not. And the comparative difference between studies demanding multiple symptoms (e.g. 6-1 or 8-7) and those that do not (e.g. 4-7 or 8-1) is enormous. For instance, in one study, GPs classified 33% of the patient population in primary care as having MUS, but only about 3% as having multiple MUS (3-9, 2014: 3).

**Unwitting variations**

As is apparent from the examples reviewed, the MUS category is used to study health problems that are potentially highly dissimilar in medically relevant ways. Thus, researchers cluster and store information about patients whose needs are potentially very different in the same category. These patterned variations help explain the extraordinarily confused prevalence estimates of MUS reported by medical scientists (3–50% of all primary care consultations, see introduction). Yet the variations take on extra significance because the medical scientists are strangely silent about them. During a close reading of the research literature, this absence is striking: there are almost no intertextual references or discussions in the sample to how others have classified MUS and how one’s own approach differs. Thus, medical scientists seem unaware of the tremendous variations in their management of the MUS category.

It is not uncommon to find researchers operating with differing criteria, but when methodological variations are accompanied by silence and widespread unawareness, it can be problematic. For clinicians who are expected more and more to keep up with the latest research, it can lead to confusion and exacerbation of ‘research-based uncertainty’ (Timmermans and Angell, 2001). It also seemingly causes confusion among medical scientists themselves, who uncritically draw on conclusions from studies that have operationalized MUS very differently from themselves (different criteria, data, procedures, etc.). For instance, 7-4 estimates the prevalence of MUS in primary care based on insights
from two studies: One is a study of somatization disorders and ‘disorders of the mood’ (Bridges and Goldberg, 1985: 536) which is not how 7-4 defines or operationalizes MUS; the other studies patients with ‘common symptoms’ at ambulatory outpatient clinics (Kroenke and Mangelsdorff, 1989), which is not primary care. Other examples abound. To the extent that MUS was an ambiguous category to begin with, medical scientists’ management of the category seems to produce more ambiguity rather than less.

Discussion and concluding remarks

I have omitted some details concerning operationalization – notably the places (e.g. primary or secondary care, Manchester or Munich) and players (assistants, consulting physicians, patients, etc.) involved, and the varied uses of classification instruments and (more rarely) selected codes from WHO’s main diagnostic manuals used to operationalize MUS (see 3-6; 4-3; 5-3; and 8-7 for examples). Moreover, I have given scant attention to what researchers hope to achieve by enlisting the MUS category in their work. Most of the articles sampled aim either at improving the quality of care for patients or the working conditions of doctors by testing various interventions or assessing or improving the classification of MUS or related complaints, often by testing novel categories and techniques for lumping together and splitting patient groups into categories. Among the latter, many express critical views of the MUS category and aim to avoid or replace it with other classifications. As pointed out by Greco (2012), these critical-constructive projects express a motivation to improve care for patients and the working conditions of clinicians and can be read as an attempt to soften the tension between patients and professionals that MUS are associated with. Here, however, my focus has been on how the category is constructed and applied in science and what the effects might be of that – regardless of the researchers’ aims.

The analysis has demonstrated how MUS is constituted as a ‘junk drawer category’, and how this category is managed in medical research. First, I have shown that the core criterion of MUS as a category is the co-occurrence of present somatic symptoms and absent somatic signs of disease, and that, fundamentally, this criterion is an expression that MUS violate expectations induced by the biomedical paradigm. Biomedicine as epistemic convention is therefore causally implicated in making symptoms anomalous and this ‘paradigm-induced’ anomalous character is what constitutes MUS as a category. In other words, the junk drawer is constituted as a contravention of the existing order. The majority of articles, however, hide the constitutive role of biomedicine, making the core criterion an ontological fact about the symptoms, rather than an epistemic fact about the beliefs and practices of the profession. Thus, the nature of the MUS category as a junk drawer is concealed.

Second, I have shown patterns of substantial variation in how the category is managed, focusing on the most important variations in what scientists think belongs in the MUS category. Thus, the analysis reveals a lack of consensus in the proper functioning of the junk drawer. I interpret this lack of consensus as a disagreement about the threshold where anomalous symptoms become important for science. On the one end are those who manage the category restrictively, thus ignoring a range of symptoms that are common yet, from the point of view of biomedicine, every bit as anomalous. On the other end
are those who manage the category inclusively, including single, transient and relatively trivial symptoms. Importantly, however, the lack of consensus about the proper functioning of the junk drawer is silent, and also widely unrecognized (or ignored) by the scientists themselves. Although the category thus is a common interest and a ‘meeting ground’ for the scientists, it is not (yet) a site of interaction and exchange.

Though the claim that MUS are misfits in biomedical contexts is not new (Jutel, 2010: 230; Kirkengen et al., 2016: 496), the constitutive role of biomedical knowledge and research practice in medical science has, to my knowledge, not been explored and established empirically before.

**Assumed psychogenic aetiology as monster-adjustment**

Medical scientists are not discarding or ‘monster-barring’ (Bloor, 1978) MUS, not treating the symptoms like waste. Instead, they are including them in the system of medical knowledge, subjecting them to research, using a containment device I call a junk drawer to protect the system’s orderly state from contamination. The MUS category thus serves this containment function. There is a sense of optimism to it, in that a junk drawer saves puzzles for later, allowing for future scientific understanding.

Regarding puzzle solving, historians of science and others suggest that when anomalous phenomena are not simply ignored or discarded, scientists will typically try somehow to make them fit in by making slight adjustments or creating new categories to the established order, or by proposing rule-exceptions that dampen or remove the anomalous character. These strategies are called ‘monster-adjustment’ (Bloor, 1978).

There are strong indications of a move towards such strategies in the sample, in the form of assumptions that unexplained physical symptoms are really symptoms of mental distress (e.g. Jutel, 2010). Such assumptions are criticized in the sample (e.g. 5-3) but not nearly as often as they are taken for granted. They come to the fore, for instance, in the conviction that psychiatric therapy is appropriate for but hampered by uncooperative patients (e.g. 6-5; 11-7) or in the fact that only two articles in the sample actually investigate new hypotheses that MUS have somatic causes (7-9; 8-5). As indicated in the analysis, the connection with somatization is one way this assumption seeps through. Other ways are through concepts that carry similar psychogenic assumptions – such as ‘alexithymia’ (2-3), ‘illness perceptions’ (9-10), and ‘somatovisceral illusions’ (1-16), each indicating that the patients have misunderstood the nature of their symptoms. As such, psychogenic assumptions are part of the biomedical doxa and the commitment to make MUS ‘fit in’. They may be interpreted as a form of monster-adjustment, pushing for the resolution of the anomalous character of present symptoms without signs.

This interpretation of MUS as caused by a misunderstanding on the patient’s part has been criticized by some social scientists as a form of blame-shifting (e.g. Horton-Salway, 2002; Jutel, 2010). Others have been more cautious. Greco (2012: 2365) warns against any knee-jerk criticism of psychogenic assumptions by social scientists. She argues that the medical profession might be right to treat MUS as psychogenic and that the question must be settled empirically. Inasmuch as ‘right’ indicates that it could work, I agree. However, from what evidence there is, it does not seem to do the trick: An important context where psychogenic assumptions are expressed is when researchers complain that
patients reject psychiatric treatment (e.g. 6-5; 11-7). Undeterred, researchers have experimented with the reframing of psychiatric treatment as somatic treatment, trying to get patients into disguised psychiatric treatment (e.g. 8-8, 2013: 300). In one study, this strategy is unashamedly presented as ‘a Trojan horse’ (6-6, 2011: 3) – without considering the risk that patients will learn to fear the GPs when they come bearing ‘therapeutic gifts’.

Somatization in its varieties has yet to succeed as a monster-adjusting strategy. Moreover, due to recent changes whereby all SD diagnoses have been ejected from formal classifications (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), the strategy might have to change. But that is the beauty of a ‘junk drawer category’: They can try again later.

Standards and standardization

Members of the research community have lamented the lack of formalized and widely shared standards for classifying MUS. In the absence of standards, creative but highly varied classification practices characterize research. But what difference would shared standards make?

Formalizing a set of criteria, for instance relating to symptom count, impact and persistence, or the frequency of attendance, would probably enable researchers to study a more homogenous patient group than current practices allow for. However, standardized criteria do not necessarily make classification homogenous, as they must nevertheless be interpreted and applied in the course of situated practice (Bloor, 1997; Timmermans and Berg, 2003). This leaves room for substantial variation. In cases of MUS, standard criteria will not change the fact that counting or estimating the impact of symptoms is difficult work, with no definitive answers (Berg, 1992; Rosendal et al., 2013). Moreover, there are reasons to believe that what I call the core criterion is itself a major source of variation: studies indicate that even when criteria are formalized and shared, doctors disagree about where to draw the line between the explained and unexplained (e.g. Creed and Barsky, 2004: 404) – not least because they also disagree about the distinction between diseases and non-diseases (Smith, 2002; Tikkinen et al., 2012). This indicates a less than clear-cut line between the explained and the unexplained.

Standardizing the classification of MUS would therefore require a more thorough reflection over basic concepts such as disease, objective evidence and medical explanation. The potential advantage of doing so would be the ability to determine the value of MUS as a medical category – to test whether it is sensible and helpful to group patients based primarily on their lack of fit with the biomedical paradigm.
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Notes
1. The search phrase was ‘TS=('medically unexplained symptoms’)’ (conducted January 7 2019). The increase is sizable also when weighted against the general increase in publications in English in the field of medicine (‘SU=medicine’), with 15% published in the first 10 years compared to 51% in the last ten.
2. In Norwegian, the word for junk drawer is ‘roteskuff’, which can be roughly translated as ‘messy drawer’. Although it refers to the same type of category, the Norwegian version more benignly hints at disorderliness without the connotations of ‘junk’ (waste, trash, worthless, etc.).
3. Bloor (1978: 255) also describes ‘exception-barring’, referring to the making of exceptions to a rule: Exception-barring leaves the validity of the rule intact, but limits ‘the span of its authority’.
4. The search phrase was ‘TS=('medically unexplained symptoms’)’. Lemmatization rules ensured that both ‘symptom’ and ‘symptoms’ were included. See https://images.webofknowledge.com/images/help/WOK/hs_topic.html, accessed January 26 2017. I note that Web of Science includes Medline in its database.
5. FSS should not be confused with functional somatic symptoms (Mayou and Farmer, 2002), a similar sounding but different concept and one that I have omitted from the analysis to avoid unnecessary confusion.
6. Some articles do not operationalize MUS because they are not explicitly researched. Instead, focus is on single complaints such as ‘chronic lower back pain’ (3-7; 5-7), ‘idiopathic environmental intolerance’ (2-7), sometimes ‘attributed to electromagnetic fields’ (1-11) or ‘pseudoneurological symptoms’ (1-12). By connecting these conditions with MUS, the researchers manage to make their studies about something larger, but they also contribute to making the content of the category manifold and ambiguous.
7. The instrument is the Patient Health Questionnaire or PHQ-15, a checklist of 15 somatic symptoms for which ‘tissue abnormality’ is rarely found.
8. We may note that there is a contradiction in demanding a number of unexplained symptoms to determine cases of unexplained symptoms. The contradiction vanishes if we talk about category X and membership as predicated on a minimum number of phenomena Y: X and Y are thus homonyms, but not synonyms.
9. They used two screening instruments – Screening for Somatoform Symptoms or SOMS2 and the General Health Questionnaire or GHQ-12 – however, the threshold for inclusion was very low, excluding only patients who were in perfect mental health (never having problems focusing, never losing sleep due to worry, always able to enjoy day-to-day activities, and so on).
10. Some opt instead to exclude symptoms that are gender-specific to avoid discriminating between male and female participants. For instance, one study excluded ‘menstrual symptoms’ due to the risk of a gender-skewed sample (see 5-8, 2010: 481).
11. Other classifications include ‘bodily distress syndrome’ (1-4; 7-8), ‘physical symptom disorder’ (1-5), ‘multisomatoform disorder’ (2-8), ‘somatic symptom disorder’ (1-17) and ‘the patient health questionnaire’ (4-1; 6-1).
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